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OUTDOOR GAMES
HX7071 - TOURNAMENT BAG TOSS
Two 35” L x 24” W x 1.5” H portable game platforms, includes eight 6” x 6” 12.5-ounce toss bags (4 
red and 4 blue), sturdy, compact bag toss game with scratch-resistant melamine laminate surface, plat-
forms feature foldable wooden legs to set up and play anywhere, boards lock together for easy transpor-
tation with convenient carry handle

This classic outdoor game transforms a tailgate or backyard barbecue into a party. The set includes two 
wooden game platforms measuring 35” L x 24” W x 1.5” H and eight 6” x 6” 12.5-ounce square bean 
bags (four red, four blue). The sturdy, compact bag toss game features a scratch-resistant melamine lami-
nate surface. Supporting the boards are sturdy foldable wooden legs to set up and play anywhere.

CX992 - BADMINTON COMPACT SET
Made From High Quality Material. The Innovative Complete Set For 2 Players Composed Of 2 Rackets 
In Good Leisure Quality, Tempered Steel, Soldered T-Joint, 2 Shuttle-Cocks, Innovative Net 2, 95X1, 55M 
With Stable Telescope Bars Made Of Plastic, All Packed Into A Practical Plastic-Suitcase, Which Can Be 
Used As A Net Frame Can Be Filled With Sand Or Stones, It Provides More Stability. Quick And Easy 
Assembly, No Need Of Anchoring, Therefore Even Set Up On Hard Surfaces. Made In Germany

HX7103 - TRIUMPH 100MM RESIN BOCCE SET
Triumph’s 100mm Resin Bocce Outdoor Set is the perfect, easy-to-learn game to add to your outdoor 
collection. Kick off your spring/summer family fun today! A terrifi c game for your backyard, the beach, or 
the local park, suitable for all ages and skill levels. Play in two, four or even up to eight people at a time 
(four on each team)! Game includes a great carrying case for easy transport and storage, so you can 
take the excitement of bocce with you wherever you go! 

CX980 - OUTDOOR SCHILDKRÖT ROUND NET SET
“The ultimate new fun sport for young and old, to enjoy with friends or family.

On the beach, in the park or even indoors: the fast-paced game delights everyone  and you’ll quickly fi nd 
interested players. Two teams of 2 players compete against each other. All are evenly distributed around 
the net. To serve, the ball is hit with the palm of the hand on the net, so that it fl ies towards the opposing 
side. The opposing team is allowed to play the ball up to two times before it has to be hit back into the 
net. The goal of the game is that the ball isn’t returned by the opposing team. After the serve, each player 
is free to move around the net, making the game so fast!

With short and long passes, with simulated attacks and other tricks you try to lure the opponent out of 
range. If the team does not manage to play the ball back and the ball falls to the ground, the team gets 1 
point. As soon as a player is hindered, he also gets 1 point. The fi rst team to reach 21 points, and has a 
2-point lead wins the match. 

The set includes everything for the immediate start of a Roundnet match: 
Complete Roundnet net (Ø 90 cm, approx. 20 cm high)
1 training ball (Ø11cm)
2 competition balls (Ø9cm)
Ball pump with needle
Mesh bag for stowing and transport
Weight complete set: 1,4 kg”

HX7020 - TRIUMPH ORIGINAL LADDER TOSS
Challenge friends and family to a game of ladder toss from the backyard to the beach with the Triumph 
Original Ladder Toss. This set includes two 40” H x 24” W octagonal PVC tubes with transparent cross-
bars and six soft ball bolas (3 blue and 3 red). No tools are required to assemble this durable ladderball 
set. When fi nished playing, unsnap each pole and ladder rung to store and transport the set in the includ-
ed carry bag.
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CX407 - OUTDOOR SCHILDKRÖT BADMINTON FAMILY SET 
“Badminton kit, FAMILY SET. 
 
Off to the mixed doubles with the Set Family. Due to the adjustable height of the telescopic posts, the net 
can also be individually adapted to children’s sizes. The junior rackets are specially designed to meet the 
needs of children from 5 years of age. The shorter (53cm) rackets have a smaller grip and allow the kids 
a better handling. This makes it easier and faster for them to learn the hitting techniques. And because 
of the fresh colors of the racquets, even the very youngest players are already in fashion. The rackets are 
made of hardened steel in a robust construction, closed T-piece and hard-strung multifile string. The plastic 
shuttlecocks are delivered protected in a box. The complete set comes with playing instructions in a high 
quality carrying bag with zipper and length-adjustable carrier. 
 
The set includes : 
 
2 Junior rackets (58 cm), 
2 Adult rackets (made in attacker quality), 
3 nylon shuttlecocks with synthetic cork in a plastic tube, 
a height-adjustable telescope net including bars, ground hooks and suspension ropes 
a high-quality carry bag with zipper and adjustable shoulder strap.”

CX011 - SCHILDKRÖT OUTDOOR BOCCIA IN NYLON BAG
Boule/Boccia Set: 6 full-size chrome-plated steel leisure boccia balls, (7,25cm diameter) for 2 players. The 
complete set includes 2 x 3 game balls, a small wooden target ball and a distance meter measuring tape. 
Everything is packed in a robust nylon carry case with zipper, carrying handle and transparent front. The 
ideal leisure classic for young and old.

CX117 - SCHILDKRÖT OUTDOOR OGO SPORT SOFTDISCS SET
OgoSport - creativity without limits - the bestseller for years from Schildkröt. Oh Go outside - going out 
to play - was the inspiration for the name Ogosport. The versatile set is great fun for the whole family. 
Whether on the beach, in the park or on the meadow, Ogosport is a must for every summer holiday! The 
Superdisk catches balls and shoots them up to 45 meters, but can also be used as a throwing disc. The 
special feature of OgoSport is its versatility: there are no limits to creativity. It can be played alone, in 
pairs or by several players and adapts to many sports such as volleyball, baseball and tennis. The special 
Ogo Soft-Ball is the perfect ball for the OgoSport Superdisk and can be used for many sports. It's soft 
enough for indoors, offers unlimited play and doesn't roll on the street. Additionally, OgoSport is ideal for 
training motor skills and eye-hand coordination - as a recreational game or for solo entertainment. Ideal 
for use in school sports and as a therapy tool too. Since the OgoSport Disk does not sink, it also brings 
a lot of fun for beach or pool. The set contains 2 Ogo Discs, 29cm in diameter - standard size - in red 
and yellow. They are covered with the well-known black, robust, elastic net. The discs have a pleasant 
foam ring at the edge, making it easy to grip and hold. They also come with an additional Ogo fuzzy 
ball, 6.5cm diameter, which stops immediately if it falls to the ground. You no longer need to worry about 
running after a ball. 

CX905 - OUTDOOR SCHILDKRÖT SPEED BADMINTON SET
The perfect set for the garden or the beach. 
 
The new speed badminton set from Schildkröt is the super beginner, leisure set. 
Two handy rackets made from hardened lightweight aluminium, robust construction, top handling. 
Racket length 54.5 cm (4 cm shorter, making it easier to use and lighter), weight only 165 g, frame pro-
file 17.3 mm, durable canopy 1.2 mm. 
The set includes a set of 3 robust and windproof speed badminton balls (small, fast, windproof shuttle-
cocks). 
Comes in a handy bag for storage and transport, with zipper and carry strap, with a cool design.
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CX155 - SCHILDKRÖT OUTDOOR JAZZMINTON 2-PLAYER SET
Jazzminton - the new cool beachball set from Schildkröt, was nominated as the Top 10 Toy of 2018. This 
set has a very special sound, a precise fl ight curve and the LED night play option are the special features 
of the new Jazzminton Set from Schildkröt Funsports. When the ball bounces, the rebound effect of the 
so-called "birdies" creates a completely new playing experience, they bounce like a "bouncy ball". By a 
special arrangement of the springs, the ball is set in self-rotation. The result is a very stable fl ight curve of 
the birdies, which makes Jazzminton fun for everyone! The set comes in different ball variants and allows 
playing distances from 1.5m to 10m. Three different birdies offer all the extras for beginners (red feath-
ers - slow), experienced players (yellow feathers - fast) and the LED ball for playing in the dark (orange 
feathers). An LED light in the head of the birdie lets a motion sensor light up when the birdie hits the bat 
- after about 10 seconds the light goes out again. So the indoor or outdoor game can begin at any time, 
whether completely without a net or as a battle with a badminton net. Play anytime and everywhere! The 
Jazzminton set consists of 2 rackets with pleasant non-slip soft grips (lacquered 7mm plywood, handy 
and light, 33cm x 19cm), 3 Birdies shuttlecocks (1 red slower, 1 yellow faster, 1 more transparent with 
LED light in the head) and comes in a blister pack. The LED Birdie is equipped with a replaceable CR927 
battery.

HX7077 - SOFT TIP SKY DARTS
Play the classic game of Backyard Darts anywhere with this complete set
Game includes four large backyard darts with soft rubber tips and weighted bottoms
Set also includes two target rings to place on the lawn or patio to play anywhere
Durable plastic dart offers standing feature with rubber tip and weighted bottom
All pieces fi t nicely into the included carrying bag for easy transportation and storage

Bring the fun along with you for all your outdoor activities with the Triumph Backyard Darts. This set 
includes four large backyard darts with soft rubber tips and weighted bottoms, which stand when thrown, 
and two target rings. Each player/team tosses the darts toward the target rings at the opposite side of the 
playing area. The fi rst player or team to reach 21 points wins. When fi nished playing, all pieces fi t nicely 
into the included carrying bag for easy transportation and storage. Backyard darts are perfect for parties, 
camping, barbecues, tailgating or any outdoor event!

CX086 - ROCKET WHISTLER
Made of soft foam-rubber, 3 integrated whistles, distances of over 90 meters, recommended for children 
aged 5 years and more.

The trendy fun sport with a unique easy-to-throw aerodynamic design, simultaneously trains throwing 
technique and coordination. Entirely made of foam rubber, howling as it fl ies through the air through 3 
integrated whistles. Great throwing and catching accuracy. Possible width of more than 90 meters.

CX224 - BASEBALL SET
Soft baseball bat (62cm, 200g), with neoprene cover, trendy new design (neon-orange, blue, green), 1 
soft baseball diameter approximately 8,5cm.

Soft baseball bat from the house Schildkröt (, 61cm, 150g), in the core is a thin plastic tube, which is cov-
ered with foam and then covered with non-slip neoprene. So the younger ones can be safely introduced to 
this cool sport. The set is salt water resistant and therefore a popular companion for beach and sea. The 
handy, textile neoprene is super and safe in the hand. Due to the soft construction described above, the 
set is largely harmless. Please keep an eye on your children while playing. Please do not strike with the 
bat. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In 
addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered 
the market leader in this fi eld.
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CX230 - BEACHBALL SET
Neoprene beachball set of 2 rackets (neon-yellow / blue), covered with elastic neoprene for maximum 
catapult effect (length 40cm, width 22.5cm), 2 balls diameter approximately 40mm, in resealable mesh-
bag. 
 
Neoprene beach ball set consisting of 2 rackets with print. The rackets are covered with elastic neoprene 
for maximum catapult effect (length 40 cm, width 22.5 cm, thickness 0.8 cm), 2 rubber balls (diame-
ter approximately40mm), in reclose able mesh pocket with drawstrings. Compared to the well-known 
wooden beach ball sets, the Neoprene beach ball sets impress with their significantly higher ball flight 
due to the high trampoline effect of the elastic neoprene. The noise on the beach is also lower. At the 
same time, the neoprene is a very pleasantly soft and handy material. The racket is good and comfortable 
in the hand. The neoprene and the plastic core are (salt-) waterproof. In contrast to the wooden sets, this 
set can sometimes get wet without breaking. As always with Schildkröt, the complete set is packed in a 
re-sackable net bag with drawstrings. So everything can be cleared up after the game and nothing is lost! 
The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In 
addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered 
the market leader in this field.

CX287 - BEACH SOCCER BALL 
Neoprene Beach Soccerball, size 5, diameter approximately 21cm, in three new assorted colors (blue/
neon orange, neon-green/blue, red/yellow). 
 
Neoprene beach soccer ball (football) by Schildkröt in normal size 5, diameter 21 cm. Neoprene surface 
with good stitching. The balls are available in 3 different trendy and summery designs: Green & Blue 
(CX287VB); Red & Yellow (CX287RY); Blue & Orange (CX287BO). The balls are available in 3 different, 
trendy, summery designs. A color selection is not possible, delivery on availability! The popular Schild-
kröt neoprene balls are characterized by their textile and soft surface, which generates significantly less 
skin irritation compared to leather or artificial leather balls (ex. when barefoot playing football). Addi-
tionally, these balls are suitable for children because of their grip, which makes gripping and catching 
much easier. All neoprene balls are also good for playing in the water and are even saltwater resistant. 
ATTENTION ! Remove packaging completely before placing the product on children. Note: all Schildkröt 
Neoprene Balls come uninflated. To inflate a pump is needed, which is not included here! Please inflate 
with a maximum of 0.2 bar. When inflating, make sure that the needle on the pump does not damage the 
ball on the opposite side. Lightly moisten the needle before inserting it, then it slides more easily into the 
valve. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. 
In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is consid-
ered the market leader in this field.

CX009 - SCHILDKRÖT OUTDOOR BOCCIA IN CARRY BAG
Fun Boccia Set: The family and child-friendly boccia set, for up to 4 players, consists of 4 x 2 plastic, 
water-filled, boccia balls (7.25 cm in diameter) in 4 different colors. They are slightly softer and lighter 
than the steel balls often used. Set also includes 1 small target ball and 1 measuring tape in a high-qual-
ity black nylon carry bag with transparent front, zipper and carrying handle. Because of this great bag 
everything is always tidy and everything is easily found for the next game. Great fun for the whole family, 
whether on holiday or at home!

CX233 - DIVING SET
6 pcs diving set consisting of 2 diving sticks, 2 diving rings and 2 diving balls with tail, each with neo-
prene cover, comfortable grip, new trendy design. 
 
The 6 piece neoprene dive set has been a customer among the dive accessories available on the market 
for years. Why is that? The neoprene diving products impress with the grip of the textile neoprene jacket. 
The sand filling makes the parts soft and flexible. If a diving ring falls on your foot, it's not nearly as 
painful as with a classic diving ring made of hard plastic! The diving rings and dip rods are only 3/4 full 
of sand. In addition, there is a foam insert, which allows the standing of the diving articles on the ground, 
for example, the pool. The diving ball is the tail. These vertical, non-slip neoprene items can be grabbed 
and dived up very quickly and easily by smaller children. The kids will have a great sense of achievement 
while having fun diving. The trendy bright colors are clearly visible in the water! The set consisting of 2 
dip sticks (length 19 cm, diameter approximately2.5cm), 2 diving rings ( diameter approximately14cm) 
and 2 diving balls ( Ball diameter approximately: 6 cm, tail length: 20 cm) offers a beautiful, extensive se-
lection and a great price / performance ratio. The set is also an ideal gift for children's birthday! The over 
100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to 
table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market 
leader in this field.
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CX285 - BEACH VOLLEYBALL BALL
Neoprene Beach Volleyball, size 5, diameter approximately 21cm, in three new assorted colors (red/
blue, neon-orange/neon-green, blue/yellow).

Neoprene beach volleyball of Schildkröt in normal size 5, diameter 21 cm. Neoprene surface with good 
stitching. The balls are available in 3 different trendy and summery designs:  Yellow & Blue (CX285YB); 
Orange & Green (CX285OV); Red & Blue (CX285RB). The balls are available in 3 different trendy and 
summery designs. A color selection is not possible, delivery according to availability! The popular Schil-
dkröt neoprene balls are characterized by their textile and soft surface, which generates signifi cantly less 
skin irritation compared to leather or artifi cial leather balls (ex. when barefoot playing football). Addition-
ally, these balls are suitable for children because of their grip, which makes gripping and catching much 
easier. All neoprene balls are also good for playing in the water and are even saltwater resistant. Note: 
all Schildkröt neoprene balls are infl ated. To infl ate a pump is needed, which is not included here! Please 
infl ate with a maximum of 0.2 bar. When infl ation, make sure that the needle on the pump does not dam-
age the ball on the opposite side. Lightly moisten the needle before inserting it, then it slides more easily 
into the valve. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table 
tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and 
is considered the market leader in this fi eld.

CX130 - SCHILDKRÖT OUTDOOR BEACH TENNIS IN MESH BAG
Outdoor beach tennis set, for young and old, with an amazingly long ball fl ight. Consisting of 2 red 
plastic beach tennis rackets (length 395mm, width 200mm), it is solid & weatherproof, comes with 2 foam 
balls in resealable mesh bag with drawstring. This beach tennis set can be taken everywhere - whether 
beach, park or garden.

CX232 - SCHILDKRÖT OUTDOOR DIVING RINGS
Shop your 3 neoprene sand fi lled diving rings (12,5cm diameter) today! They stand upright on the ground 
and are therefore easy for children to dive to. The soft & grippy neoprene material is comfortable to grip. 
Children gain fast diving experience and have a lot of fun! The bright colors allow the rings to be seen 
well in the water. Due to the "soft" construction it doesn't hurt if ring fall on the feet. This set is also an 
ideal gift for a child's birthday! Great diving fun in the water!

CX226 - CATCH BALL SET
2 neoprene catcher (Ø 17cm / neon-orange, blue, green) adjustable strap, trendy print, velcro fi rmly 
stitched with the neoprene, 1 ball ( diameter approximately 6,25 cm), in a reclosable mesh bag.

2 soft and handy neoprene velcro ball hands catcher ( diameter approximately 17cm), with adjustable 
hand strap. The Velcro surface is fi rmly quilted with the neoprene and cannot tear out, as was often 
the case with plastic scavengers! Included in the set is 1 velcro ball ( diameter approximately 6.25 cm 
- replacement balls are available in a pack of 2 with the article number 970049 from Schildkröt). The 
Velcro ball is thrown back and forth and caught with the Velcro catcher. The ball will stick to the catcher. 
The game is a lot of fun and also trains the coordination eye hand and the throwing technique. A great 
fun for young and old. As always with Schildkröt, the complete set is packed in a resealable mesh bag, 
into which you can put everything back in after the game. So you will certainly fi nd the ball again at the 
next game. ATTENTION ! Remove packaging completely before placing the product on children. The over 
100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to 
table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market 
leader in this fi eld.

CX225 - PETECA
A classic from South America, with a soft neoprene cover, trendy new design (neon-orange, blue, green).

The trend classic Peteca / hand shuttlecock / Indiaca, a popular form of Peteca from South America, new 
with soft and handy neoprene cover, trendy design, safely packed in a single blister, so the feathers arrive 
to you safely . The very popular game, especially in our latitudes, has enjoyed great popularity for years. 
Ideal for eye-hand coordination and playable with the whole family or a group. Can also be played on a 
badminton or beach volleyball net. The shuttlecock is hit with the palm of your hand (or foot) to the other 
players and should not touch the ground. No further accessories needed. Height about 24 cm, weight 
25 grams. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis 
ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is 
considered the market leader in this fi eld.
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CX277 - MINI BEACH SOCCER
Mini Neoprene Beach Soccer, size 2, diameter approximately 15cm, yellow/blue, size 2 (diameter ap-
proximately 15cm), ideal for children.

The Schildkröt Mini Beach Soccer impresses with its grip and the soft neoprene surface, which generates 
signifi cantly less skin irritation than, for example, artifi cial leather balls - thus ideal for children & family. 
The ball is salt water resistant and therefore suitable for the beach or playing in the water. The neoprene 
material is quick drying. Happy, fresh, summery design. Due to the small size, it is ideal for children and 
has a small pack size. Please note the smaller size of only 15 cm diameter - size 2. Further models and 
sizes are also available! Note: all Schildkröt neoprene balls are infl ated. To infl ate a pump is needed, 
which is not included! Please infl ate with a maximum of 0.2 bar. When infl ation, make sure that the 
needle on the pump does not damage the ball on the opposite side. Lightly moisten the needle before 
inserting it, then it slides more easily into the valve. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is 
considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a 
very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this fi eld.

CX281 - MINI BALLS DUO
One Mini-Neoprene beach volleyball (diameter approximately 9cm), foam-fi lled, remains light and bounc-
es on the water surface and 1 mini-neoprene American football (12x5cm), padded, absorbs water and 
becomes a water bomb, ideal for pool, sea, trendy new design.

The mega fun for the beach, garden and pool: 1 mini beach volleyball (diameter approximately 9 cm), 
foam fi lled ball, stays light and jumps on the water surface and 1 mini-American football 12 x 8 cm (pad-
ded, soaks up water to become a water bomb - the hit is guaranteed to be a wet one). The small balls are 
handy thanks to the textile surface. Smaller children can also practice throwing and catching with them. 
Please note the size of the balls! ATTENTION ! Remove packaging completely before handing the product 
over to children. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table 
tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and 
is considered the market leader in this fi eld.

CX283 - MINI US FOOTBALL BALL
Mini Neoprene American Football, Size 2, 16 x 10cm, ideal for small children's hands, trendy new 
design (neon-yellow).

The Schildkröt Mini American Football impresses with its grip and the soft neoprene surface, which 
generates signifi cantly less skin irritation than, for example, artifi cial leather balls - thus ideal for children 
& family. The ball is salt water resistant and therefore suitable for the beach or playing in the water. The 
neoprene material is quick drying. Happy, fresh, summery design. Its small size makes it ideal for small 
children and has a small pack size. Please note the smaller size of only 16 x 10 cm - size 2 - Mini Ameri-
can Football. Other models and sizes are also available! Note: all Schildkröt neoprene balls are infl ated. 
To infl ate a pump is needed, which is not included! Please infl ate with a maximum of 0.2 bar. When infl a-
tion, make sure that the needle on the pump does not damage the ball on the opposite side. Lightly moist-
en the needle before inserting it, then it slides more easily into the valve. The over 100-year-old German 
brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt 
now also offers a very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this fi eld.

CX284 - MINI BEACH VOLLEYBALL BALL
Mini Neoprene Beach Volleyball, size 2, diameter approximately 15cm, neon-yellow/red, size 2 (diame-
ter approximately 15cm), ideal for small children‘s hands.

The Schildkröt Mini Volleyball impresses with its grip and the soft neoprene surface, which generates sig-
nifi cantly less skin irritation than, for example, artifi cial leather balls - thus ideal for children & family. The 
ball is salt water resistant and therefore suitable for the beach or playing in the water. The neoprene mate-
rial is quick drying. Happy, fresh, summery design. Its small size makes it ideal for small children and has 
a small pack size. Please note the smaller size of only 15 cm in diameter - size 2 - mini volleyball. Other 
models and sizes are also available! Note: all Schildkröt neoprene balls are infl ated. To infl ate a pump is 
needed, which is not included! Please infl ate with a maximum of 0.2 bar. When infl ation, make sure that 
the needle on the pump does not damage the ball on the opposite side. Lightly moisten the needle before 
inserting it, then it slides more easily into the valve. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is 
considered the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a 
very extensive fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this fi eld.
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CX140 - SOFT DART SET
Soft Dart set consisting of velcro dart disc, printed on both sides with different target fields (diameter 
approximately 36cm), incl. 2x3 velcro balls (diameter 4cm) for 2 players. A safety dart fun for the whole 
family. 
 
The new Schildkröt soft dart set consists of two velcro dart discs (diameter approximately 36cm), which 
are printed on both sides with different target fields. With the Velcro balls (diameter 4 cm), each player 
throws 3 colored balls alternately on the target to hit the highest numbers. After the numbers have been 
added, the player who scores the most points wins. The Velcro balls have a special short adhesive strip, 
which sticks to the disc even in the event of a firm impact and does not break off. Soft dart set for 2 play-
ers. The safe dart set is fun for the whole family. You do not have to worry about sharp arrows that cause 
injuries or holes in the wall. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered the inventor 
of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive fun sports 
collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

CX294 - OUTDOOR SCHILDKRÖT WATER BOUNCERS
Love to skip rocks? Then you'll love this! 
 
Schildkröt water bouncers are great fun at the lake, the ocean or in the pool and come in trendy retro 
designs. Instead of flat stones, have fun with silicone-filled neoprene little pillows. Let the 3stones (about 
55g, Ø 7cm) jump over the water at the lowest possible angle. Then watch them jump off and bounce on 
the surface several times.   They come in packs of 3 in different colors, do not sink in the water.

CX901 - OUTDOOR SCHILDKRÖT BADMINTON 2 PLAYER SET JUNIOR 
Get the popular children's badminton set 2 Attacker Junior of the famous German-British brand Talbot-Tor-
ro. Talbot-Torro is known for its large selection of high quality badminton/shuttlecock sets. High quality 
Badminton set for kids. Includes 2 shortened robust children's rackets (45.5cm) made of good quality 
hardened steel with smaller handle diameter for the children's hand. Head and shaft are connected by a 
high-quality, stable, durable and completely closed T-piece that cannot bend open. The very durable elas-
tic Lawntex string 0,8mm is hard strung to prevent the ball from getting stuck in the string.For recreational 
use.  Includes 2 shuttlecocks (1 ball with a larger and heavier foam base for more wind stability) and 
playing instructions, all packed in a high quality bag with zipper and adjustable carrying strap.

CX131 - SCOOP BALL
2 red and yellow plastic scoop ball bats (length 37 cm), 2 whiffle balls (Ø 8cm), Reclosable mesh bag 
with drawstring. 
 
Game of skill with variable throw and catch technique, consisting of 2 red and yellow plastic scoop ball 
bats (length 37 cm), yellow/red, 2 whiffle balls (Ø 8cm), in a reclosable mesh bag with drawstring.

CX184 - WAVE JUMPER BALL
The silicone ""jumping"" ball (diameter approximately 5,5cm). Bounces on water – simply throw from a 
10-15m distance and off we go! Gel core with lycra coating, floats on the water, salt water resistant. 
 
The new Wave Jumper Ball by Schildkröt is the jumping and dancing ball on the water surface. What 
the elders used to do with flat stones is now the Wave Jumper for kids and teens. Due to the soft, gel-like 
core, the handy ball (diameter approximately 55 mm) bounces off the surface of the water when it is also 
thrown flat about 10-15 meters. Fun wherever water is: in the swimming pool, in the river, in the lake or 
by the sea. The Wave Jumper floats on the water's surface. Due to the small size it is an ideal companion 
in the beach bag or for the holidays. Gel core made of silicone, coating of quick-drying Lycra, salt water 
resistant, individually packed in blister. The over 100-year-old German brand, Schildkröt, is considered 
the inventor of the table tennis ball. In addition to table tennis, Schildkröt now also offers a very extensive 
fun sports collection and is considered the market leader in this field.

CX046 - SCHILDKRÖT OUTDOOR SOFT BALLS (SET OF 3) IN MESH BAG
The new soft balls made of high-quality PU foam 7cm diameter from Schildkröt ensure lots of fun in count-
less games - they offer almost unlimited possibilities. Due to their low risk of injury and the low risk of caus-
ing damage, they are ideal for use at home, in school and kindergarten, in the playground, in the therapy 
area or in sports for the disabled. The versatile balls are ideal for beach tennis, beachball and many other 
games. The PU foam produces good bounce characteristics. The set includes 3 balls: one yellow, one red, 
one blue; all in tennis ball look. The balls are packed in a net with head card.
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